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When I used to walk into my neighbourhood coffee shop or
bar and they knew my order—or even better my name—I
felt like a local. I wonder if they will recognize me with a mask
on. The acknowledgement of my selfhood is an affirmation
that contextualizes me within a particular location—
this is a deep and powerful feeling. All of a sudden the
characteristics of my personality become intertwined with
notions of place and become pointers on a cognitive map
of the neighborhood. The result is a shared feeling where
locality becomes a catalyst that brings people together. A
group of locals who feel connected to a place can be called
a community.
For artists, community is what constitutes a scene. The
ability to gather, converse, and commune nurtures a
social ecology and allows the community to thrive. Studio
visits, going to bars, dancing in empty galleries on New
Year’s Eve, and leaving an opening without looking at the
art begins to glimpse the strong social component to art
making. The works that artists produce are a compression
of these moments of relation that end up reflecting their
locality within the city. However, the mechanisms of art
history often leave out the particulars of place in favour
of the analysis of aesthetics dislodged from their cultural
moment.
Philip Monk manages to effectively make the link between
cultural history and aesthetic production in his essay
“Picturing the Toronto Arts Community: The Queen
Street Years.”¹ This essay, among many others by Monk,
chronicles the development of the Toronto art scene during
the late 1970s to early 1980s in relation to the Queen
West area of Toronto’s downtown. “The name offhandedly
referred to an energetic art community that lived, worked
and played in the neighbourhood”² writes Monk about
the now hyper-gentrified and boutique shopping area of
Queen West. Monk cites several galleries around the
Queen and Spadina area that were important for the
scene’s development; however, locations like the Cabana
Room, the Cameron Public House, and the Rivoli stuck
out to me as places where artists could unabashedly play.

To be achingly sentimental for a moment, this reminds me
of recently lost spaces like the Holy Oak,³ the Beaver,⁴
Double Double Land,⁵ and (for a short time) Bambi’s⁶ that
all provided much needed space for artists of my generation
to play. Spaces like these act as safe spots on the map of
a city undergoing hostile and unregulated development.
When conditions prioritize play over productivity the body
opens up to the city—a necessary component of the
actualization of locality.
The media has used the idea of the local over and over
again to endear audiences to marketed content. Popular
TV sitcoms such as Cheers (1982-1993), Seinfeld (19891998), and Friends (1994-2004) all use the trope of
the local café or bar as a narrative constant in order to
establish common ground with the audience. Viewers are
more equipped to buy into characters and plotlines after
subconsciously replacing Cheers, Monk’s Café, or Central
Perk with their own local hangouts. The media presents
images that are intended to reflect an idealized self-image
of the audience—in return we consume.
As a resident of Toronto, it is easy to feel a sense of
giddy excitement when watching canadian TV shows
like King of Kensington (1975-1980), Train 48 (20032005), and Nirvanna the Band the Show (2017-2019) that
simultaneously depict and narrativize canadian locations.
For example, the main characters of Nirvanna the Band
the Show—Matt and Jay—pursue the opportunity to
perform at the Rivoli as if it was the pinnacle of a band’s
achievement. The now somewhat novel feeling of seeing
your locality reflected in the media was a powerful, dare I
say profound, gesture for the 20th century. Similarly, the
artists of Monk’s Queen West used the media of the media
(photography, magazines, video, performance) to enact
a glamourized and dramatized reflection of the scene
they sought to create. By performing the local, artists are
able to create the community they desire. However, when
the Internet overtook television as the dominant mode of
communication, notions of locality saw a significant shift.
In some ways the COVID-19 pandemic was an accelerant
to a loss of locality that began years ago. As the Internet
became a place people could “go,” the need for the local to
represent physical space started to dissolve. Community
now appears in online spaces where people find each
other not through proximity but affinity. Online the term play
takes on a new meaning as online multiplayer games like
Animal Crossings and FarmVille establish communities
that are larger than the population of most countries. At
its peak, FarmVille hosted 83.76 million users in March
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2010. Similarly, Animal Crossing: New Horizons was the
first console game to hit five million digital sales in a month
when it was released during the COVID-19 pandemic
amidst global stay-at-home orders. All of a sudden as
millions of people were shut in their homes, it was not
thy neighbour that people turned to for friendship but a
digital avatar of a person whose location is irrelevant. In
an absurd twist of fate, it appears that McLuhan’s Global
Village is a village of cartoon farmers on the Internet.
Locality becomes gamified.
A Few Steps Away, Michael Freeman Badour’s newest
solo presentation of painting, drawing, photography
and collage investigates the ways in which locality has
shifted and how the city reflects these changes back at
us. Created during the last year of on and off lockdowns,
Badour presents works that meditate on isolation and
explore the tension between the ways that living in the city
feels compared to how it is presented and marketed to us.
Street level signage, billboards, magazine advertisements,
condo developments, and social media point towards a
way of living that promotes isolated consumption. As the
media perpetuates the gamification of everyday existence,
life becomes conflated with points and rewards.
Badour uses images and icons from the media as a way
to draw attention and satirize the cult of consumption. By
rendering these images in oil paint, Badour simultaneously
depicts the world around him while also revealing a world
of his own through gesture and juxtaposition. From a
distance the four exhibited oil paintings appear to render
images born from the digital; however up close the quality
of Badour’s brushstrokes lay bare their inherent fragility.
Text also plays an important role as words such as
“sublime,” “customs,” “faith,” “points,” and “life” become
advertisements for the absurdity of marketing language.
Interspersed between Badour’s oil paintings are several
smaller works that reveal Badour’s own locality and practice
of moving through the city on foot, the mechanism that
enables the critique at the centre of the exhibition. Through
a combination of found materials, sketches, collage, and
Badour’s own photography these works display not only
the artist’s subjective view of the city but also the ways
the city can imprint itself onto the body. One framed work
taken from Badour’s sketchbook juxtaposes a photograph
of the Rochdale College’s crouching statue surrounded
by scaffolding and construction fences with a light pencil
sketch of a spine. Titled Holding grief in the body, this work
does away with irony and provides a sincere picture of the
consequences of a city that inhibits the actualization of
locality.
This exhibition provides an expanded view of Badour’s
practice, a practice that is defined by observation and
constant iteration. By observing the shifts in locality within
the city, inside in-person and online communities, and
ultimately how that manifests as consumable content
Badour gives us the tools to enact a scene that breaks
from the no-longer-idealized self-image we see reflected
at us. For Badour, this manifests as a pendulum swing
between irony, sincerity, and play.

About the artist:
Michael Freeman Badour (b. 1987) received a BFA from
OCAD University in 2014. His work has been presented
in solo, two person and group exhibitions at The Loon,
Toronto; Little Sister Gallery, Toronto; Roberta Pelan,
Toronto; Topless Rockaway, New York; The National
Gallery of Canada, Ottawa; PUDDLING, http://www.
puddling.info/, Rural Ontario; 304 Albany Ave, Toronto; CK2
Gallery, New York; and What year is it?, http://whatyearisit.
space. From 2014 to 2016 Badour co-ran Carrier Arts, a
nomadic exhibition platform which aims to re-contextualize
art with experimental programming in private, public and
online spaces. He was a finalist in the 2017 RBC Canadian
Painting Competition and was the recipient of the 2014
Drawing and Painting award from OCAD University.
About Pumice Raft:
a pumice raft is an ecological phenomenon that usually
follows an underwater volcanic eruption. Amongst the
lava, plumes of pumice stones slowly float to the surface
of the ocean. If the wind is calm the individual stones form
what some sailors have reported as floating islands that
appear out of nowhere. The pumice raft has even been
known to ferry flora and fauna to new shores. More than an
illusion on the horizon, a pumice raft represents a vessel,
a conduit, a vehicle; its very constitution cultivates an
environment where things can come together in the spirit
of collaboration.
Pumice Raft is also an alter ego, a lecture series, a tool, but
most recently a non-profit space in Tkaronto ON, Canada
that advocates for an ecological approach to the display
of visual art and the facilitation of related education. The
physical space of Pumice Raft currently resides on the
land of the Haudenosaunee, the Huron-Wendat, and the
Anishinabewaki
.
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